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IN SHORT- HOPE CELL TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED 

Hope Cell pioneering path to new technology of extracting hydrogen from water based (including 

sea water), and hydrocarbon medium (primarily Methane gas), opening new perspective to 

Hydrogen Economy. 

Problem: Fuel Cell technology is well advanced for stationary and mobile applications, where 

substantial resources have been allocated, but problem remains how to get hydrogen through 

clean – energy efficient process. 

One of the main problems associated with hydrogen production in hydrocarbon conversion process 

from chemical point of view, is kinetic limitation. Low feasibility narrowing options of process for 

conventional thermal conversion, with high energy consumption, using special high-priced 

catalysts to attain reasonable productivity and equivalent equipment size without much scalability 

rate. However, in any case, large equipment size and metal capacity characterize this technology. 

The necessity to heat the catalyst to the high working temperature (aprox.800 0C) leads also to 

the problem of „cold start‟ restricting mobile applications. 

Hydrogen basic physical properties ensure future wide usage as an clean energy source and carrier 

of high caloric value. 

Hydrogen is very reactive element and does not exist in elementary form in natural environment of 

the Earth. It always comes in molecular arrangement of clusters. Stability of those clusters 

depends of stability of all elements included. Hydrogen is bonded with other elements not only as 

single molecule bond but rather as oscillating clusters of molecules bonded together. 

The substantial cooperative strengthening of the hydrogen bond is dependent on long range 

interactions and strength of each bond in the cluster which encourages larger clusters formation 

for the same average bond density and potential. 

In hydrocarbon arrangement carbon release can be achieved by exposing cluster to high 

temperatures. An unstable elementary hydrogen in cluster, whose bond with carbon has been 

broken when exposed to high temperatures, will tend to react with predominantly electrically 

opposite element in its proximity. In a vacuum environment it will form hydrogen molecule cluster. 

Breaking one bond through exposing hydrocarbon to heat generally weakens those around. If 

exposed to the oxygen environment, exposed hydrogen will violently react in combining with 

oxygen through combustion. Exothermic reaction further breaks the hydrogen-carbon bond in 

hydrocarbon and exposes more hydrogen to run off combustion process. 
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Different hydrocarbon bonds occur in various lengths and structures and comprise various 

additional elements as well. More complex hydrocarbon cluster can be broken to as many simple 

hydrocarbons and other components through exposing to different temperatures. 

Plasma can essentially improve situation. Plasma is a highly – density source of energy, which can 

cover process enthalpy and provide optimal temperature range to eliminate kinetic limitations. 

Decomposition through plasma discharge demonstrates a high specific productivity of 

decomposition rate comparing with steam reforming or partial oxidation processes. Employing 

plasma, through proposed method and utilisation in Hope Cell, as medium for changing state of 

the matter of the hydrogen based source, change physical properties of the cluster. Plasma 

electrical charge ionising source medium and allowing lower temperatures of the decomposition 

through resonating frequency sinc with the bonds in the cluster. Process initiate additional 

thermoionic energy emission which strongly follows Hydro-magneto-dynamic and Double layer 

plasma mechanism. Low electrical conductivity of source medium has been converted through 

plasma change of the state of the matter in to high conductivity physical properties. 

Result is more effective process with decomposition rate close to 100% under substantially smaller 

energy demand. Through discovery of scalable controlling of the plasma in robust stainless steel 

enclosure, magnifying and directing it, become affordable user friendly conversion for an on 

demand energy source. 

Process demonstrates over-unity comparing to standard electrolysis or steam reforming and is 

proportionally reflected by lowering final price of the product. 

Wide variety of mediums can be used in plasma decomposition through proposed method, where, 

for example in hydro-carbon decomposition – carbon, as the by-product is released in solid soot 

state – easy removable and ready for usage in different applications or safe storage. Important 

characteristic of the process are as well simplification of the decomposition; no need for catalyst so 

no catalyst deactivation; scalable size; on demand usage; mobile equipment friendly; low cost 

applications. 

This approach gives numeral advantages of: 

Lower energy consumption; Higher energy efficiency in production; Starting and stopping process 

of decomposition close to instantaneous; User friendly control with possibility of instant variable 

output of the process; Scalability of application making it mobile friendly; 
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Wide variety of applications can be adapted to hydrogen use as the source or medium of energy: 

Blending additional hydrogen in natural gas. Combustion of such a blend – synthetic gas, resulting 

in up to 50% of carbon-oxides reduction – major problem with hydro-carbon combustion (resulting 

in global warming). Up to 15% of additional hydrogen can be blended to be employed with existing 

utilities. 

Using surplus of wind, sun generated energy for conversion to hydrogen or low carbon synthetic 

gas for on demand usage is another innovative example, allowing alternative sources to become 

mainstream as a major breakthrough in energy consumption. 

Waste treatment in generating synthetic gas is additional possibility in parallel with already 

develop technologies. 

There are many more exciting possibilities. 

Hope Cell Technology received Energy Globe Award – World award for sustainability. Process has 

been independently researched and verified. It is on the beginning of development, it is “foot in 

the door” with great possibility of further developing technology in particular products. 

IP protection has reach publication of patent with water decomposition. In line patent of 

hydrocarbon decomposition is expected to be published soon. 

Particular care has been taken in wide range of IP protection allowing further development under 

brand. Protection lasts until year 2028. Investments are welcome at this stage. 

Once again, consult PDF files on my blog for more detail info. 

 

 

                                  

 


